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Narrative

On January 10, 2009 at approximately 1230 hours, I received a call over the
radio in reference to an altercation in Terminal A womens' bathroom. Upon
arrival, I observed 3 TSA employees, identified as Mrs. Jeniffer Haslip, Mr.
Robert Golden and Mrs. Michelle Lu standing outside the bathroom. Inside the
bathroom, I observed the female victim, later identified as Mrs.1IIIIIIl
4IIIIIIII, crying and screaming. At that time, I also observed a laceration and
concussion above and around the victim's left eye and red marks around her
neck.
I also observed a male, later identified as the suspect,
..
lying on the ground in handcuffs. He was wearing only a pair of
long underwear at the time.
I also observed two individuals, later identified as Federal Air Marshalls,
Mr. Kevin Pitman and Mr. Russell Coleman, who were standing inside the
bathroom next to the suspect.
Mr. Pitman advised that he was sitting in the lobby near the bathroom when he
heard loud screaming coming trom inside. Mr. pitman entered the restroom
together with Mr. Coleman and observed the suspect assaUlting the victim. The
suspect was restrained by Mr. Pitman and Mr.Coleman.
The victim was evaluated by MWAA Medic Unit and transported to the Arlington
Hospital. At that time she was interviewed by ofc. Green (see supplemental
report) .
I asked the suspect multiple times what his name was and he refused to
provide his name.
I escorted the suspect to the MWAA Police Station in Terminal A. While
escorting the subject to the station, the suspect made the following
statement: "How are you helping me when I just committed a crime"
The suspect was placed into a holding cell in station Ai the suspect and
holding cell were searched prior.
Clothing and a black plastic bag found in the restroom were identified as the
suspect's. Ofc. Devinney and I conducted a search of suspect's property. I
found a small plastic bag containing a green leafy substance which field
tested positive for marijuana using Kit# 180 505 Duquenols Levine Reagent
System. The small plastic bag was packed and placed in evidence locker #8.
At that time, following notifications about the incident have been made by
Sgt. Romyn:
1245 hours - Investigation Unit (Det. Mason and Det. Ruiz)
1310 hours - Deputy Chief Hutton
1315 hours - Major Hart
1320 hours - Chief Holl
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1325 hours - MWk~ OPS
1340 hours - Tara Hamilton.

I collected 3 statement of facts forms from 3 TSA employees named above, who
witnessed the incident. Also I collected 2 statement of facts forms from Mr.
pitman and Mr. Cole an at that time. These torms will be attached to this
report.
I then met with Detective Mason in Station A where I advised her about the
incident and we proceeded to conduct an interview with the suspect. The
interview room was searched prior. The suspect was read his Miranda rights
and he declared that he understood these rights. While being interviewed, the
suspect made following statements: -I do~t want to tell you my name because
you will find out anyways, so my name is not important; ""I did not rape her
but I tried to rape her.'·; ""I am ashamed of myself but I don't feel what I did
was wrong".
At that time, the suspect was still refusing to give his identity.
The suspect was transported to Arlington ADC in Vehicle 314. Vehicle 314 was
searched prior the suspect's transport.
At ADC at 1802 hours, Magistrate Adams issued three warrants for the
following charges:
18.2-67.5/61 - Attempt to Commit Rape
18.2-250.1 - Possession of Marijuana
17-13 - Unlawfully Fail to Identify at the request of a Police Officer.
At Arlington ADC, the suspect stated that he was not a Us Citizen and that he
was a citizen of the Republic of Guyana. At 1820 hours, I made two
notifications to the Embassy of The Republic Guyana in Washington, D.C. via
fax 202-232-1297 and via telephone 202-265-6900. I left a voice mail at the
above number advising about the suspect's name and case number. I also left
my contact information. A copy of the form faxed to the Embassy of Guyana
will be attached to this report.
The suspect was held without bond. The arraignment date was set for Monday,
January 12, 2009 at 0900 hours.
The suspect was remanded to the custody of the Arlington Sheriff's Office.
Supplemental reports by Ofc. Green, Det. Mason, Det. Ruiz and Sgt. King will
be attached.
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On Saturday January, 10 2008 at approximately 1240 hours, r arrived on scene
to assist with a call for an altercation in the women's rest room in Terminal
A.

Upon my arrival I observed that officers had a -ale under arrest so I
immediately focused my attention to the woman crying in the bathroom.
I spoke with the victim, identified as
and noticed that her
left eye was severely swollen and bruised. I ~nformed her that Medics were
moments away and I asked her if she could tell me what happened .
............. stated that she works in the airport with the cleaning company
~ k a short break to use the restroom. She then stated that while
she was in the stall using the facilities, a man crawled underneath the door
of the stall that she was occupying and asked her in Spanish to have sex with
her.
tated that she was terrified and screamed at him when he
stated that 1f she did not have sex with him he would kill her.
repeatedly refused the man's demands and a struggle began.
that the man punched her in the face, grabbed her neck, hit
her mouth repeatedly saying "have sex with me or I will kill
tated that when the man came under the door he was wearing only
his underwear and his penis was exposed. She stated that she fought him off
as best as she could, punching, scratching and screaming and recalled
specifically grabbing his penis with her right hand and biting him on one of
his fingers .
............. said that the suspect kept demanding sex and that after fighting
~ r so long he said, "If you won't have sex with me I will kill you
then."
stated that at one point she almost got away from him but
he pulled her back by the hair threw her to the floor and covered her mouth.
At that point she stated that he began choking her.
said that she
felt as if she were about to die when the suspect was apprehended.
stated that she did not hear him enter the bathroom and that she
believes he was hiding in one of the stalls with his feet off the ground on a
toilet concealing the fact that he was in the restroom.
I followed the ambulance to the hospital to stay with the victim.
was taken to Virginia Hospital Center where she was seen in the emergency
room by Dr. Abele.
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Supplemental Report
Attempted Rape
Oetective K. Mason
On January 10, 2008 at approximately 1315 hours, Detective K. Mason was
contacted by Sgt. Romyn of this department and advised of an attempted rape
which had occurred in the women's restroom located along the Terminal A
walkway.
oetective K. Mason responded to the Terminal A Police Station and met with
Sgt. Romyn and Officer Obradovac. During he briefing Detective K. Mason was
advised that the suspect, later 'dentified as Mr.
.
was in custody and currently being held in a Terminal A holding cell.
She
was further advised that he would not provide his name or any personal
information and that he had not been read his Constitutional Rights nor had
he been questioned about anything other than his name.
Detective K. Mason and Officer Obradovac escorted
to an
interview room in the Terminal A Police Station.
Detective K. Mason
introduced her self and asked .... -,.,
his name..
4
asked why
she needed to know his name.
Detective K. Mason advised that it would be
nice to know who she was talking to as well as the fact that a report needed
to be written and the report would not be complete without his name.
Mr.
•
stated that he was not giving his name and that they would find out
later anyway.
~
was asked if he had been arrested before and he
stated yes.
Detective K. Mason advised Mr.
that he was under arrest for what at
the time appeared to be an attempted rape and she read him his Constitutional
Rights.
Mr ~ -"n
stated that he understood his rights and when asked
what happened he responded "what do you want to know".
Detective K. Mason
advised Mr.
. that she would first like to know his name and then what
happened. Mr.
, asked Detective K. Mason why she was "so pressed" for
him to give his name stating that they were going to find out eventually
anyway.
Detective K. Mason stated that it would save time and prevent him
from being charged with the failure to identify himself.
He stated that it
didn't matter, that he was going to jail anyway and that he wasn't going to
help her to do her job. Detective K. Mason asked ~ •
how old he was
and he stated that he was young.
She asked if he was 25 or older and he
stated "no".
She asked if he was over 21 and he stated "yes".
Detective K.
Mason asked Mr.
•
where he was from and he stated "another country".
Mr.
was asked where he lived.
He stated that he was homeless.
Detective K. Mason asked M l .
why his leg was amputated and he stated
that he did not want to talk about it.
Detective K. Mason told Mr.
that she had been advised that he had a tattoo of the name ..
.. and asked
if that was his name.
Mr. ,.
smiled and replied "Yeah, I'm playboy
Detective K. Mason asked him what his last name was and he did not
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grew more impatient and asked what he needed to do so
respond.
Mr
that he could get it over with.

Detective K. Mason again asked ~
to tell her what happened earlier
in the day.
I
stated that they already knew what happened.
Detective K. Mason informed
that she had just arrived at the
airport and only knew bits and pieces of what happened.
Mr. pL
told
Detective K. Mason to ask Officer Obradovac what happened.
Officer Obradovac
informed Mr.
that he did not know exactly what happened prior to his
arrival.
Mr.
tr
then responded that Detective K. Mason should ask the
"victim" and that he was sure she would be able to tell them what happened.
Detective K. Mason advised Mr.
that the victim was taken to the
hospital and that she only spoke Spanish which Detective K. Mason could not
interpret.
She asked him to tell his side of story.
Mr.
did not
respond.
Detective K. Mason then asked Mr.
straight forward did he rape the
lady in the restroom.
r.
stated "No, I didn't rape her".
Mr.
was asked did he try to rape her and he stated "yeah, I tried to".
Detective K. Mason asked why and he did not respond.
Detective K. Mason
stared at him for several seconds and asked him if he had sisters and/or a
mother to which he stated "yes".
Shortly thereafter, Mr. ...
_
began to
shed tears.
Detective K. Mason asked if he was crying because he regretted
what he had done.
He stated he did not regret it.
Detective K. Mason asked
why was he crying then.
Mr. (
. stated that he was crying because he
was ashamed of himself because he didn't do stuff like that.
Mr.
was asked if he knew the victim or if he was just waiting for
whomever that entered the restroom next.
He stated that he did not know the
victim and it would have been whoever. Detective K. Mason asked Mr- __
•
if he penetrated the victim with his finger.
He stated that he did not
remember. Detective K. Mason asked Mr.
• if he had AIDS or hepatitis.
He stated that he did not know.
Detective K. Mason asked Mr. if there was someone that he would like
for her to call to let them know his whereabouts.
Mr. _=
replied why
would he want her to call someone and tell them that he was going to jail for
raping someone.
Detective K. Mason responded "raping someone?".
Mr.
..
then responded "I mean trying to rape someone".
Detective K. Mason asked Mr
•.
_
what time he arrived at National
Airport.
He stated that he came to the airport at around 11: 00.
He was
asked how he got there and he stated by the Metro.
He was asked where his
fare card was and he stated that the machine ate it.
He was asked where he
slept the previous night and he said in D. C.
He was also asked if he had
come to the airport to hang out before and he stated he had about a year ago.
Mr.
Detective K.

=---.

was asked hi s name one final time and he
Mason and Officer Obradovac escorted Mr -_...

did not respond.
back to the
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the Ar ington County

Detective K. Mason awaited the arrival of Detective Ruiz.
Detectives Ruiz
and K. Mason and Sgt. King responded to ~ H o s p i t a l Center in
Arlington, VA to meet with the victim, ...............' and her family.
Detective Ruiz interviewed
and Sgt. King collected evidence.
Upon returning to National Airport, Detectives Ruiz and K. Mason along with
Sgt. King responded to the crime scene to tie together the layout and the
events that had taken place earlier. Sgt. King also assessed the crime scene
and determined that there was nothing of evidentiary value as the restroom
had already been cleaned.
On January 15, 2009, Detectives Ruiz and K. Mason responded tolllllllllllllll
residence for a follow-up interview.
Detective Ruiz re-in~
........ and Detective K. Mason photographed
injuries.
This case is closed by arrest.
Created On
1/301200916.27
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RUIZA on 01/30/2009 21 12

Narrative

Reference is
dated Januar

to MWAA Police report #200900075, by Officer Obradovac,
2009, wherein is reported the attempted rape of
while in room 114, the l~dies restroom, located at

Terminal A, Reagan Washington National Airport.
On January 10, 2009, Detective Ruiz was contacted at his residence and
informed of an attempted rape of a Spanish speaking employee at Reagan
Washington National Airport and was told to respond to interview the victim.
Upon arriving to the Police Station located at Terminal A, Detective Ruiz met
with Detective K. Mason and Sgt. King (evidence tech) and was informed of the
situation. Detective Mason interviewed the suspect, later identified as
..........~
_ and he admitted to attempting to rape
Detective Ruiz, Mason and Sgt. King proceeded to the virginia Hospital Center
located at 1701 N. George Mason Drive, Arlington, VA 22205-3698 to speak with
Detective Ruiz, Mason and Sgt. King were taken to the room where
as recuperating. Detective Ruiz made introductions and inquired
was feeling and if she would mind describing her encounter
. .~....
agreed.
NOTE: the conversation between
and Detective Ruiz was in Spanish.
Sgt. King, Detective Mason, Officer Green and
two sisters were
present during the time of the interview.
stated that she was working for MBS, the company responsible for
cleaning the airport, and she went into the bathroom to clean it . ....,
1IIIIIIII cleaned the bathroom, but, noticed that the handicap bathroom stall
~ s locked.
said she looked under the stall, but, did not
notice any feet on the floor and did not attempt to open it. When she
finished cleaning the restroom she went to a stall on the right side, locked
it and sat down to use it.
a noise and observed someone crawling on the
. crawled under her locked door and entered the stall she was
immediately stood up and attempted to pull her pants up.
grabbed he~old""""""in Spanish that he wanted to
have sex with her .............. stat~ had one hand on her pants and
with the other she attempted to defend herself.

IIIIIIIIIIIII said

that she was struck numerous times in the face with a closed
~ a t during her struggle with
77
she was slammed against the
side of the stall and he continued to say that he wanted to have sex with
her, both in English and broken Spanish.
heard someone shout in
English, what was going in there. (
had covered
mouth
to mask her screams and ............ bit down on a finger causing 1t to bleed.
remembers ta~blood in her mouth.
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As
struggled with as
she was thrown down on the toilet and
had her head slammed against the toilet, the more she struggled, the more
enraged --. . . . became. ~emembers attempting to shout for help
and hearing
threaten to kill her if she did not have sex with her.

IIIIIIIIIIII

noticed that the door opened behind
providing her with
grabbed c. . . . . . by the testicles and
~ i t y to escape.
squeezed as hard as she could
out of the stall. _ w a s
forced back inside the stall,
grabbed her ~ a n d
pulled her back in.
was thrown down on the floor and l$
got on top of her and
began choking her by placing both of his hands around her neck.
began s c r e a ~ e was going to kill her since she would not have sex
with him . . . . . . . . . . . . . recalls almost passing out, when she heard a man yell
and then being saved.
Detective Ruiz explained to
that photographs of her bruises and
injuries would be needed and that Sgt. King would be taking photos of them.
Detective Ruiz also informed her that Sgt. King would be checking under her
finger nails and that she may need to clip them to gather evidence.
Detective Ruiz also explained that her clothing would also be taken for
evidence and asked if she had other clothing that she would be able to change
into. One of her sisters, volunteered to go and get her clothing and left to
get them for her.
Detective Ruiz left the room and closed the door behind him so that Sgt. King
would not be disturbed.
Upon completion of gathering nail clippings and photographic evidence of the
bruises and injuries sustained during the attack, Detective Ruiz re-entered
the room and asked i ~ had any questions. Detective Ruiz answered
some questions from'llllllllllland her sisters and provided them with a
Victim Rights Card.
Upon returning to the airport, Sgt. King, Detective Ruiz and Mason proceeded
to the ladies restroom and discovered that the room had not been secured and
the cleaners were allowed to clean the bathroom prior to gathering evidence
from inside.
Detective Ruiz and Mason interviewed E
. and below is a synopsis
of the interview.
Ms. Jennifer Haslip contacted the TSA see and informed them that she needed
the MWAA Police to respond to the ladies restroom located directly above them
and that the call taker, Otis, could hear screaming in the background. Mr.
: decided to go upstairs to make sure Ms. Haslip would not be in harms
way by being there. Upon his arrival, he could hear the commotion inside the
restroom. Mr. "p%¥ asked Ms. Haslip to enter the restroom with him, when
he entered the area of the stalls, Ms.
•• s
saw
[ holding"
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arms over her head while she was crouching. M
observed
blood on her face and he began ordering (to let go of the woman and
to get on the ground. Mr.
•
recalled
saying "Lo siento" [I'm
sorry in English). The Air Marshalls entered the restroom and secured
h

G ........_ .

Detective Ruiz interviewed Ms. Jennifer Haslip and below is a synopsis of the
interview.
While walking to the TSA sec, Ms. Haslip heard a shriek but, could determine
where it came from, so, she proceeded to the sec and delivered her paperwork.
Ms. Haslip came back upstairs and observed Michelle LU, Robert Golden and an
unknown male standing by room 114, the ladies restroom, Ms. Lu came up to her
and told her that something was going on in the bathroom and Ms. Haslip could
hear shrieks and screams. Ms. Haslip entered the restroom, said "Hello",
walked toward the stall area and saw a confrontation in the first stall. She
assumed it was two women, exited the area and called the TSA sec to request
the Police respond to the bathroom. ~
..
responds upstairs after
the phone call, they enter the bathroom, Ms. Haslip directs Mr. ,.
• to
the stall area and Ms. Haslip can now see that the confrontation is between
-r
and
Ms. Haslip sees that
is bare from the
waist down in a fetal position, crouched on the floor, blood on her face and
is crouched over her. M:t
begins to yell at.,
-. to get
off of her and she exits the restroom and yells "He is beating the shit out
of her!" Ms. Haslip notices the two [2] FAM's enter the restroom and she
stays outside at that point. Ms. Haslip does remember the victim screaming
"Help mel" and hearing "r'll kill you" but, the rest was just screams and
shrieks.
Detective Ruiz interviewed Ms. Michelle Lu and below is a synopsis of the
interview.
Robert Golden and I were walking from Terminal A to Terminal B and along the
way we could hear loud screaming and upon arriving to the ladies room, by the
Historical Lobby, we could hear loud screams and some banging noises. Ms. Lu
decided to enter the restroom, I could see the janitor's cart upon entering,
when I went to the stall area I could see a coat hanging up in the handicap
stall and noticed the screaming, banging and heavy breathing coming from the
first stall. Ms. Lu exited out and noticed the first FAM but could not
determine what was going on, all she could make out were a lot of high
pitched screams, heavy breathing and banging. The second time Ms. Lu entered
the restroom, she yelled "Hey, what going on, who's in there!" a couple of
times and she gets no response and exits. Ms. Haslip arrives and they enter
together, they hear screaming but, still did not know what is going on as
they await the arrival of the police. Mr. a
•
arrives and he and Ms.
Haslip discuss what's going on, they enter and later Ms. Lu can hear Mr.
screaming at
The FAM's and the MWAA Police enter the
restroom and Ms. Lu witnesses
being escorted away.
Detective Ruiz and Mason interviewed Mr. Robert Golden and below is a
synopsis of the interview.
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Michelle Lu and I were walking towards the Center Pier in Terminal B and we
could hear screaming, when we arrived at the restroom located by the
historical lobby we stopped because we realized that this is where the
screaming is coming from. At first we believed it was a woman screaming on a
cell phone, Michelle Lu enters the restroom, an individual comes up from
behind me, identifies himself as a Federal Air Marshal, and said that he was
trying to find out what was going on. Michelle Lu exits the restroom and
says that she believes there are two women in a stall. Jennifer Haslip
arrives, Michelle Lu goes back inside and Mr. Golden can hear Ms. Lu yelling
"hey, what's going on, who's in there" The screaming increases and it is
decided to contact the Police, Mr. Golden contacts the TSA SCC and advises
that there is a lot of screaming coming from within the ladies restroom and
that someone may be getting assaulted. Mr.' F
arrives and talks to Ms.
Haslip and they enter the restroom, Mr. Golden hears Mr.
yell that
there is a man in here. The two FAM's enter the restroom and then the MWAA
Police arrive.
_
I _I is taken out and he is wearing pants and socks only.
Detective Ruiz and Mason interviewed FAM Russell Coleman and below is a
synopsis of the interview.
While walking from Terminal B & C to Terminal A, I entered the Historical
Lobby and can hear screaming that appears to be coming from the ladies
restroom. I can see two or three TSO's standing in front of the restroom, a
male and a female TSO enter the restroom and then she comes out and says that
there is a man in there assaulting a female. I identified myself as a
Federal Air Marshall, I entered the restroom and could see TSO Samuel Zermeno
and he is yelling get down. I identified myself as Police / FAM and turned
the corner into the stall area and observed a black male, no shirt, black
pants and wearing grey socks getting on the ground. I identified myself,
ordered him to get on the ground and handcuffed - •
I could see a
Hispanic female in the stall with her pants opened, down around her lower
waist, blood allover her face, her left eye appeared to be black and blue
and her shirt was up around chest level. I observed <p
• s jacket, shirt
and other items hanging up in the handicap stall.
right thumb
appeared to be cut. Prior to entering the restroom FAM cole~alls
hearing loud screaming but, after he and FAM pittman entered,...........
starting saying that (
had tried to rape her and that he said he was
going to kill her if she didn't give him sex.
was told not to
wash her hands.
Detective Ruiz and Mason interviewed FAM Kevin pittman and below is a
synopsis of the interview.
I was sitting in the Historical Lobby and heard what sounded like young girls
laughing hysterically and this peaked my interest. I heard the screams again
and figured they were coming from the hallway, so I walked in that direction.
I walked around trying to determine the location of the screaming, I observed
two TSO's standing by the restroom. I contacted the TSOC at Washington
Dulles Airport, contacted MWAA Police and heard screaming while on the phone
advising MWAA that a FAM would be in the restroom. FAM Coleman and I made
entry into the restroom, Mr.
was already giving commands and we
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identified ourselves as Federal Air Marshall and FAM oleman went down along
tohe right side, handcuffed __.
we asked the victim,
to exit
the area and PAM Coleman searched We noticed that
•
had his
clothing hanging up in the handicap stall on the left side and we observed
t.he victim in the second stall on the right.
did say in broken
English that he had tried to have sex with me. FAM Coleman did say that she
appeared to have her pants opened, down around her lower waist.
was told not to wash her hands.
Detective Ruiz and Mason interviewed EMS Capt. Karl Liedke, Firefighter Medic
Paul Virden and EMT Basic Scott Bellevou and below is a synopsis of the
interview.
The MWAA Fire Department was dispatched to the scene initially for a face
injury, upon their arrival they were guided to the scene by MWAA Police
Officers on the scene. Capt. Liedke entered the restroom and observed the
patient, ............., and she was visibly distraught, with blood, bruising
and swel~face. Capt. Liedke asked some questions in Spanish to
assess her injuries an
responded in English. Any further
questions by Capt. Liedke were in English ..............stated to Capt.
Liedke during the assessment that she had been attacked and that the suspect
had threaten to kill her. Due to the trauma they witnessed,
had
her neck immobilized and was placed on a back board for transport.
Fire Fighter EMT Basic Scott Bellevou was asked to retrieve needed equipment
upon arriving to the scene and was assigned to drive Medic 301.
Fire Fighter Medic Paul Virden arrived on scene and observed obvious facial
trauma and a contusion over the left eye of
was
hysterical and while assessing her head and neck area, EMT Virden advised
Officer Green that there were contusions around the neck area that were
consistent with someone being choked and bruising and scratches onllll
............... EMT Virden asked
where she had been hit and she
~ h e had been struck in the eye area with a closed fist, slammed
against the wall of the bathroom stall and had her head slammed against the
toilet.
was transported to the virgini~Centeronboard
Medic 301 and EMT Virden continued standard care . . . . . . . . . . . . . was asked by
EMT Virden what had happened and she responded that he, ·
tried to
rape her and kill her. The Medic Unit arrived at the Hospital and patient
care was transferred to them.
After the patient was placed in Medic 301 for transport, Capt. Liedke
proceeded to check on the suspect, _
•
and he was informed that he had
been handcuffed and taken to the Police Station for processing and did not
require any medical attention.
Detective Ruiz and Mason, re-interviewed
home and below is a synopsis of the interv~ew.
Detective Ruiz asked
up to the assault.

t her

to describe the assault and events leading
stated that she had entered the restroom to
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clean it.
remembers cleaning the restroom, checking each stall
and realizing that the handicap stall was l o c
and
~a
ed
eared unoccupied and
as in the past just leaving the stall as is.
entered the first
stall on the right and sat down on the toilet a use it.
stated
that the down was locked.
remembers hearing a noise and seeing,
$S ZIP
crawl under the door as she was using the toilet. [ . .
was
wearing a set of long johns and socks with his
exposed. ~
stood up and attempted to put her pants on.
was nervous and knew
that something terrible was about to occur.
used one hand to
defend myself and the other to hold on to my pants. During the
confrontation,. . . . . . . . . . . . . was slammed against the side of the stall, thrown
on the toilet,~ slammed again~ and she was hit with a
closed fist in the left eye a few times. ~ g r a b b e d and squeezed
genitals while attempting to escape the stall, but, she was
dragged back in by her hair.
continuously struggled, screamed
and fought
remembers
- getting madder the more
she resisted.
remembel
threatening to kill her and
finally trying to coke her to death.
remembers almost blacking
out before someone made ( . . .
release his grip on her throat.

Prior to leaving the horne, Detective Mason went with'llllllllllt to another
room and photographed her injuries and bruises.
Created On
1/30/200921:12

Created By
RUIZA

Updated On
213/200912.40

Updated By
RUIZA
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KINGA

on 01/311200922 49

0Locked

Narrative

On January 10, 2009, I was informed of an attempted rape and asked to respond
for evidence processing.
Upon my arrival I met Sgt. Romyn and was briefed on the situ tion. r was
informed that they had the suspect in custody and that the victim had been
transported to virginia Hospital Center in Arlington, Virginia for treatment.
Sgt. Romyn informed me that a search of the scene had been conducted for
items of evidentiary value, but met with negative results.
Detectives Mason, Ruiz and I went to Virginia Hospital Center to interview
the victim. We were informed that an MWAA Police Officer, Officer Green, was
with the victim.
Upon our arrival at the hospital, Det. Ruiz conducted the interview with the
victim. Upon the completion of his interview, I documented the injuries of
the victim and collected items of evidentiary value.
The victim was a Spanish speaking female, employed as a custodian at Reagan
National Airport. She was wearing clothing that I recognized as the uniform
worn by her agency.
The victim had the following injuries:
Scratches and bruising to her left hand.
Scratches and bruising to her left forearm.
Complained of injury to her left elbow.
Multiple scratches and bruising to her neck.
Bruising to left cheek.
Swelling and bruising of left eye.
Bruising to her chin.
Abrasion on top of right hand.
Scratches on the bottom of right forearm.
Complained of injury to right ear.
Scratches to her left, right and center back.
Scratches to her left and right shoulder area.
Injuries were documented by photographing.
The following items were collected as evidence:
Item #1: Shirt, blue in color polo style that victim was wearing at time of
incident. Collected at 1708 hours.
Item #2: Clipping of left index finger fingernail.
collected at 1737 hours.
Item #3:

Photographed and

Clipping of left middle finger fingernail. Photographed and
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collected at 1740 hours.
Item #4: Clipping of left ring finger fingernail. Photographed and collected
at 1742 hours.
Item #5: Black belt victim was wearing at time of incident.
collected at 1747 hours.

Photographed and

Item #6: White in color pants victim was wearing at time of incident.
Photographed and collected at 1749 hours.
Item #7: Tan/Beige in color panties victim was wearing at time of incident.
Collected at 1754 hours.
Items were photographed and packaged and submitted into evidence.

Created On
1/31/200922:49

Created By
KINGA

Updated On
211/2009 00'00

Updated By
KINGA

SHIFT DUTY LOG
SATURDAY; JANUARY 10, 2009
WX: 00000KT 10SM SCT070 BKN080 01/M07 A3028
2200

SIM ON DUTY.

ALL CHECKS COMPLETE.

2345

TERMINAL/LOADING DOCK/CLEANLINESS CHECKS COMPLETED.

0013

AIRFIELD SWEEPER Y-174 CHECKED IN WITH OPS.

0141

PMC ADVISED PWR OUTAGE IN B/C GARAGE COMMENCING.

0245

ALL PWR RESTORED TO B/C GARAGE.

0505

AIRFIELD INSPECTION COMPLETE.

0517

AOA/RAMP/FOD/AVSEC/VEHICLE/WILDLIFE/MEGADOOR/CARGO CHECKS
COMPLETED. NUMEROUS ID BADGE CHECKS COMPLETED.

WX:

08006KT 10SM OVC070 01/M07 A3028

0600

F. STALEY, S. JOHNSON & R. KIZMANN ON DUTY. ALL CHECKS
(ACCESS CONTROL COMPUTER, NOISE COMPLAINT LINE, FDR ROOM
AND OPS VEHICLES) COMPLETE.

0655

AOA/RAMP/FOD/AVSEC/VEHICLE/WILDLIFE/MEGADOOR/CARGO CHECKS
COMPLETED. NUMEROUS ID BADGE CHECKS COMPLETED.

0825

EXTERIOR ELECTRICIANS CALLED. THEY'RE CALLING IN A
MECHANIC TO EFFECT REPAIRS TO THE PARKING GARAGE
GENERATOR. THEY TESTED IT LAST NIGHT AND IT HAD
DEFICIENCIES.

0907

OPENED ASAP STORAGE ROOM FOR TERMINAL SERVICES SO THEY
COULD PERFORM ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE.

0910

TERMINAL/LOADING DOCK/CLEANLINESS CHECKS COMPLETED.

1010

AOA/RAMP/FOD/AVSEC/VEHICLE/WILDLIFE/MEGADOOR/CARGO CHECKS
COMPLETED. NUMEROUS ID BADGE CHECKS COMPLETED.

1228

TERMINAL/LOADING DOCK/CLEANLINESS CHECKS COMPLETED.

1325

PD REPORTING THAT, AT 1245, THEY APPREHENDED A MAN FOR
ATTEMPTED SEXUAL ASSAULT OF A FEMALE MBS EMPLOYEE IN THE

FCR SENT VIA ARINC.

SHIFT DUTY LOG
SATURDAY; JANUARY 10, 2009
WOMEN'S ROOM, SOUTH TERMINAL A LOBBY, ONE FLOOR ABOVE MA110/PASS AND ID. MA-110/MA-100 & MA-120 NOTIFIED. PD HAS
NOTIFIED PUBLIC AFFAIRS. PD (HUTTON) REQUESTED WE DO NOT
SEND OUT PAGE.
WX:

04009KT 10SM BKN150 BKN250 04/M03 A3005

1400

F. STALEY, R. COLEMAN AND R. KIZMANN COLEMAN ON DUTY.
(ACCESS CONTROL COMPUTER, NOISE COMPLAINT LINE, FDR ROOM
AND OPS VEHICLES) COMPLETE.

1417

DAL SUBMITTED (APPROVED) DCA TRANSIENT MAINTENANCE
PERSONNEL TEMP LTD AOA/SIDA ACCESS REQUEST FOR CINCINNATI
MECHANIC JAMES R. KAUFMAN WORKING ON CRJ-900 N15127.

1650

TERMINAL/LOADING DOCK/CLEANLINESS CHECKS COMPLETED.

1705

TWR RPTS FOD ON TWY J SHORT OF RWY 04. OPS2 RESPONDED AND
RETRIEVED.

1709

AOA/RAMP/FOD/AVSEC/VEHICLE/WILDLIFE/MEGADOOR/CARGO CHECKS
COMPLETED. NUMEROUS ID BADGE CHECKS COMPLETED.

1745

TERMINAL/LOADING DOCK/CLEANLINESS CHECKS COMPLETED.

1755

AOA/RAMP/FOD/AVSEC/VEHICLE/WILDLIFE/MEGADOOR/CARGO CHECKS
COMPLETED. NUMEROUS ID BADGE CHECKS COMPLETED.

1800

M. SPRAGUE ON DUTY.

1845

STREET SIDE/GATE GUARD/LSG SKYCHEF/GARAGE/WALKWAY CHECKS
COMPLETED.

1853

AOA/RAMP/FOD/AVSEC/VEHICLE/WILDLIFE/MEGADOOR/CARGO CHECKS
COMPLETED. NUMEROUS ID BADGE CHECKS COMPLETED.

2100

TERMINAL/LOADING DOCK/CLEANLINESS CHECKS COMPLETED.

2130

AOA/RAMP/FOD/AVSEC/VEHICLE/WILDLIFE/MEGADOOR/CARGO CHECKS
COMPLETED. NUMEROUS ID BADGE CHECKS COMPLETED.

Metropolltan Washington
Airports Authority
1 Aviation Circle
Washington. DC 20001-6000

METROPOLITAN
WASHINGTON
AIRPORTS AUTHORITY

October 24, 2017

The Homeland Security Report
homelandreport@gmail.com
To Whom it May Concern:
I am responding to your October 2, 2017 Freedom of Information request under the Airports
Authority FOT Policy, which can be found online at http://www.mwaa.com/aboutlfreedominformation-policy. The information you have requested is enclosed. We have redacted
personal information from the documents pursuant to Part 3, Section VILA of the FOI Policy. If
you have any questions about this response, please contact Erica Young or me at (703) 4178740.
Sincerely,

Monica R. Hargrove
Vice President and Secretary
Enclosure

Dulles International
mwao.com

I Reagan National I Dulles Toll Road

2009 ANNUAL HONORARY INCENTIVE AWARDS CEREMONY
NOVEMBER 19, 2009
Core Values
This award recognizes an individual employee or team for consistently demonstrating TSA Core Values,
which are: Integrity, Innovation and Team Spirit.

Jose Bonilla - Jose’s support for diversity and equitable treatment speaks to his leadership, integrity, and
character.

Kimberly Brown - Kimberly leads her team in a manner that exemplifies TSA’s Core Values every day.

Diane Davis-Marley - Diane’s exemplary security sense, knowledge of customer needs, and knack for
innovation speak for themselves.

Anthony Eason - TSI Anthony Eason is a role model for all employees in TSA. Every day he embodies our
Core Values.

Stanley Ham - Stan has demonstrated the Core Values of TSA by inspiring innovation, fostering team
spirit and all while maintaining a high level of integrity.

Cheryl Hayman - Through her work with Model Workplace Cheryl is an excellent role model with an
innovative work style.

Cynthia Lucas - The groups Cyndee facilitates as a Conflict Management Coach at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport are always high performers.

Kathleen Maron - Kathleen has a rare combination of skill, enthusiasm, dedication, and compassion. She
is a phenomenal, yet humble, role model.

Kirk Robinson - Throughout his seven-year tenure at TSA, Kirk has continually sought out opportunities
in which he can make a greater contribution to the TSA Mission on the local, state, and national levels.

Customer Service
This award recognizes those who provide or foster a culture that embodies world-class customer service.

Ruth Antosik - As head of the Worker’s Compensation Program at TSA Denver, Ruth was able to reduce
costs by 43.5%.

Katherine Bogus - Katherine is a world-class customer service provider and a phenomenal ambassador for
TSA in Omaha.

David “Mike” Duckett - Mike’s efforts on behalf of distressed travelers and stakeholders alike are models
for us all.

Carol Fernandez - Carol is considered the backbone of operations in supporting her team at DCA.
Kimberly Kopp - As a TSI, Kimberly is highly motivated, focused, and knows how to inspire her team
members to greatness. Accepting the award on behalf of Kimberly is Al Myers.

John Martinez - On numerous occasions throughout the year, STSO Martinez has exemplified a level of
world-class customer service that we should all strive to attain.

Luz Rosario - Luz has utilized her tremendous skill to build a remarkable network of airport stakeholders
and local, state, and federal partners in her role as VIP Coordinator for MIA.

Darnell Young - When tasked with creating the Secure Flight Resolution Center, Darnell stayed focused on
delivering first-class service to both internal and external stakeholders.

Career Programs Team - This team has continued to expand during its fifth year of operation. And thanks
to them TSA now has the largest career coaching program within the federal sector! Accepting the award
on behalf of the team is Christine Smith.

Travel Protocol Office - With little fanfare, this team quietly and efficiently coordinates the security
process for dignitaries and other groups through Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport. Accepting
the award on behalf of the team is Daryush Mazhari.

Equal Employment Opportunity and Workforce Diversity
This award recognizes those who have distinguished themselves through actions that have exceptionally
benefited the EEO program at TSA. This award demonstrates the value that agency management places
on employees, supervisors, and managers who actively participate in Work Force Diversity and EEO
activities.
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Gail Heil - As a Program Analyst, Gail strives to make McCarran International Airport an organization
that enhances and embraces diversity.

George Parker - George’s active participation in diversity and EEO issues is evident by the number of
hours he devotes to recruiting, mentoring at schools, and serving as a liaison for minority organizations.

Career Resident Program Recruitment - During its very first recruitment cycle this program exceeded
every one of its goals. A total of 36 residents selected, of which approximately 72% are minorities.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Gina Nightengale.

Law Enforcement
This award recognizes outstanding accomplishments that promote law enforcement in the protection of the
U.S. transportation infrastructure through investigative activities.

Mark Denhardt - As a new AFSD of Law Enforcement, Mark assisted with the Special Olympics Winter
Games and the development of the new Idaho Fusion Center.

Karnel McMahan - Karnel demonstrates the initiative and wherewithal to go far beyond his immediate
task as an AFSD of Law Enforcement and sets a high standard that has been recognized throughout the
local law enforcement community.

Kevin Nolan - Kevin and his “can-do” attitude have championed various activities with the Office of
Inspection, which promote law enforcement cooperation with interagency, state, and local law enforcement
officials.

- The professionalism, competency, and thoroughness displayed by

have

brought clarity and quick resolution to the incidents he has investigated for FAMS and the Office of
Inspection this year.
Accepting the award on behalf of

is Peter Caddigan.

Leadership Award
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This award recognizes an employee for outstanding meritorious service to TSA in the pursuit of the core
values of integrity, innovation, and teamwork while producing outstanding results significant to
transportation security.

Larry Coe - Larry is a driving force behind successful operations of the National Deployment Office
(NDO). Through commitment, example, and sheer force of personality, he instills and sustains the NDF
Brand of Excellence.

Curt Cooper - As an Administrative Officer, Curt exhibits superior business acumen, enacts innovative
problem solving techniques that elevate employee morale, and promotes a culture of achievement.

David Cooper - Among many other achievements this year, David’s efforts have saved the Highway &
Motor Carrier Division of TSNM approximately $15,000 and developed a training DVD that earned a
prestigious 2009 Telly Award.

Steven Crawford - Steve’s impact on TSA Oregon in his role as AFSD has, according to his FSD, made
TSA Medford “the happiest place on earth…outside of Disney World”.

Matthew Dohn - Matt Dohn is constantly called upon to handle the most difficult and sensitive assignments
at TSA Newark. His perseverance and dedicated made the ADASP at Newark a unit where everyone
wants to work.

Alva Ellis - Despite the cultural and political barrier she encountered while performing airport inspections
in the State of Qatar, Alva effectively communicated her concerns to senior government leaders without
creating resentment.

Stacey Fitzmaurice - Stacey’s effective, decisive, and direct leadership style ensures that the success of her
programs, Secure Flight and Change Management, is achieved at the highest levels.

Regan Fong - Regan has earned the respect of the seasoned law enforcement professionals under his
command.
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Robin Kane - Since he assumed a leadership role in the Office of Security Technology in December 2008,
Robin has taken on his duties with enthusiasm, integrity, and innovation. Under this leadership teamwork,
morale, and cooperation have thrived.

Mark Kerski - Mark has established himself as a valued advisor to members of the senior leadership team
and is held in high regard by his subordinates and superiors for his personal involvement in hands on
coaching and mentoring.

Eileen Neary - Eileen defines leadership in her role as Supervisor at EWR. Her abilities can be witnessed
through EWR’s trained and certified workforce, which stands ready to meet the everyday screening
mission of TSA.

Douglas Rae - As the AFSC for Screening at LAX, Doug leads the largest single screening workforce in the
field. In spite of this he remains accessible to every TSO and values and encourages everyone’s
involvement.

William “Brian” Wheeler - As TSA’s Appropriations Liaison, Brian has used persistent outreach, excellent
interpersonal skills, reasoned judgment, and superb situational awareness to work with Congress and
maintain TSA’s budget.

Outstanding Performance in Administrative and Technical Support
This category recognizes outstanding accomplishments in providing administrative and technical support.

Matthew D’Acquisto - Matt developed a visual training guide that provided awareness, training, and
understanding of the new x-ray belt system at PHX. The number of mishaps with the new x-ray model
diminished as a result.
Accepting the award on behalf of Matthew is Stephen Hawthorne.
Lori Enos - Officially, Lori is the FSD Administrative Assistant, but unofficially among the Maine
workforce, Lori is the “go to person” whenever you have a question or need assistance.

Diane Garay - TSA-MKE’s above average ratings by the workforce on the Organizational Satisfaction
Survey in all categories can be traced to Diane’s efforts. In November 2008, she was voted “Most Valuable
MKE Staff” by her TSOs.
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Sommer McIntosh - While constantly creating new products and processes to improve operations, save
money, and increase efficiency, Sommer demonstrates personal commitment, employee empowerment,
dedication to TSA.

Roger Miller - Roger consistently managed complex technical and administrative programs in support of
Screening Operations and the Democratic National Convention. He is considered the “go-to” guy when
something hard must be done.

Richard Ortiz - Since Richard came on board at EWR, he has streamlined many functions, including
creating the Manning Cleanup and Overtime Printing functions to simplify the tasks of the Scheduling
Operations desk.

Gabriel Santiago - Last year, with minimal guidance from his leadership team, Gabriel initiated a review of
several administrative functions and single handedly developed new computer databases and matrices for
Miami’s daily operations.

Greta Sinclair - In the little over a year that Greta has been with the Office of Global Strategies, she has
single handedly performed the administrative duties for an office of more than 150 people.

Operational Process & Performance Metrics - The Operational Process & Performance Metrics Team
provides Security Operations and many key HQ offices with mission-critical data collection and analysis
support through its two widely-renowned metrics applications.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Robert Scanlon.

Security/Intelligence - This award recognizes accomplishments that promote security and intelligence
gathering and dissemination activities in the furtherance of preventing terrorism and protecting the U.S.
transportation infrastructure.
Jose De La Cruz - Bomb Appraisal Officer Jose De La Cruz’s technical expertise, critical analysis of threat
information, and innovative training methods have increased the detection capabilities of TSOs
throughout TSA.

John Houck - John mindfully used his experiences with the military and law enforcement career to identify
and fill a need for TSA Inspectors to have additional training in the fields of terrorism and intelligence
awareness.
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Edward Kinateder - Eddie’s herculean efforts in the security/intelligence arena have raised the level of
intel awareness and involvement for all levels of TSA Oregon, and have insured that our operations are
intel driven.

Mark Wadopian - Mark changed the security posture of the Griffiths Field (RME) airport, which
significantly reduced the level of risk associated with on-going private, military, and national security
operations at the Georgia airport facility.

Office of Intelligence National Convention Intelligence Support Team - The members of this team
distinguished themselves by outstanding accomplishment and tireless effort in providing intelligence
support for two separate and distinct National Special Security Events.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Gary Pleus.

State of Ohio’s Strategic Analysis and Information Center (Fusion Center) - Over the years, the
intelligence and information sharing between the SAIC/Fusion Center and it Cleveland hub have provided
immeasurable operational benefits throughout the State of Ohio.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team are Rudy Zupanc and Bill Vedra.

TTAC CSOC (Colorado Springs Operations Center) - The men and women of the CSOC Vetting
Operations Team provide timely and actionable automated and manual vetting results for several critical
transportation populations.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is David Smith.

Technology Achievement
This award recognizes accomplishments that improve the security of the U.S. transportation infrastructure
OR the efficiency of TSA, through technology related activities.
Larry Gallatin - Larry, in his role as an Explosives Security Specialist, has been instrumental in the
unqualified success of “Project Real Eyes”, demonstrating the system’s capabilities and supporting both
internal and external transportation sectors.

Eric Hance - Program Analyst Eric Hance, also known as “En-hance”, has played a pivotal role in the
development of multiple databases and applications, streamlining a variety of processes within our Agency.
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Kenneth “Andy” Lee - As a direct result of Andy’s exceptional work as the leader of the TSIF Project at
DCA, TSA now as a facility that establishes the suitability of an emerging technology before it is deployed
to a live airport.

William “Greg” Maier - Greg’s contributions have significantly increased TSA’s ability to identify and
respond to cyber security threats through the use of technology and analysis, improving situational
awareness of specific foreign threats.

Frank Rappa - Using pre-existing software (no additional expense), Frank was able to create a the
“Sharepoint/Access/Info-Path Systems”, which have now taken the place of older, less efficient systems.

Darshana Shah - Darshana created a unique data program that enables the Training Department at EWR
to better analyze Threat Image Projection data, thereby allowing management to readily identify x-ray
training needs.

James Stephens - James Stephens was the leading field representative for the national Airport Information
Management (AIM) program this year. This program will greatly improve organizations efficiency for all
of TSA.

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) Working Group - The ARRA Working Group worked
diligently to complete an aggressive and highly detailed spending plan within the grueling 45-day deadline,
and has exceeded TSA’s goal by obligating 56% of the initial allocation.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Bob Cammaroto.

FAMS Flight Tracking Office - The FAMS Flight Tracking Office was instrumental in systems
development over the past year with the releases of the Real Time Flight Display, MOC Automation, and
Field Automation systems.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is

OLE/FAMS Distance Learning Branch (DLB) - This team of real professionals develops the Federal Air
Marshals Service distance learning curriculum and manages all FAMS network and video equipment for a
highly mobile workforce.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is
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Special Operations Directorate - As a result of the efforts of the professionals on this team, there have been
advancements in the technology used by TSOs and improvements in both the technologies provided and the
procedures to use those technologies.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Peter Pandolfi.

Team Oregon Coordination Center - This group of ICS-trained controllers provides real-time management
to six airports throughout Oregon with an ever-expanding toolkit of technological resources and innovative
concepts and solutions.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Ken Alwine.

Unsung Hero
This award recognizes the employee who makes positive “behind-the-scenes” contributions to the mission
of the organization that would not ordinarily be acknowledged by other types of formal awards.

Carlos Batista - Carlos consistently looks for opportunities for continuous improvement and positive
change to OPM processes and has a creative and simple approach to problem solving and engineering
solutions.

Muriel Blackburn - Muriel’s aviation knowledge, liaison capability, professional reputation, and
interpersonal leadership skills have been critical to the successful accomplishment of FAMS’s mission in
the Las Vegas area after 9/11.

Eric Brown - As a TSM, Eric consistently provides sound suggestions for the organization, scheduling,
training, and professional development of the diverse workforce at Bellingham. He is the definition of
teamwork.

William “Bill” Campbell (posthumous) - From September 2002 until his death, Bill was the consummate
professional, regularly going above and beyond to make Colorado Springs Airport a better place to work.
Accepting the award on behalf of Bill is Gary McCurdy.

Alicia Elsetinow - Alicia’s leadership and analytic ability, which are unparalleled by her peers,
significantly impact DHS’s mission, both domestically and abroad. She is a new rising super-star, a leader
and mentor.
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Bridget Gauer - Over the past year, Bridget has had a huge impact on the Office of Security Technology.
She has resolved issues behind the scenes with her innovative and forward thinking and through her
tireless efforts.

Donald Hicks - Don’s expertise as a Security Training Instructor can be matched by few. He is a
consummate professional, totally dedicated to the mission of providing quality training and a great
environment to work in.

Guy Levesque - One of TSA Miami’s greatest assets, CMS Coordinator Guy Levesque labors diligently at a
job that is seldom appreciated. He has a direct positive impact on the public’s perception of our Agency’s
effectiveness and professionalism.

Craig Lynes - Every day, Craig makes a concerted effort to make a significant contribution to the mission –
setting an excellent example for the rest of the Office of Global Strategies and is always the first to pitch in
to help get the job done.

Darrin McGreevy - Darrin embodies teamwork and unity of effort in all that he does. The word “no” is
not part of his lexicon. There is literally no area of the Highway and Motor Carrier Division’s security
efforts that are not touched by his efforts.

Suzanne Niegum - Suzanne has consistently demonstrated the highest standards of professionalism,
dependability, and enthusiasm in spite of the challenges and demands of her brave battle with cancer.

Amy Olson - Amy’s otherwise indiscernible accomplishments from her “low visibility” tasks assist in
carrying out TSA’s mission on a daily basis and are the reason for the successes in the new TSA canine
program.

David Ortega - While being the enforcer is not a popular role, David maintains a professional and friendly
demeanor and is a steady presence behind the scenes monitoring Agency and Departmental deadlines and
pushing all of us.

Michael Raney - Michael spearheaded efforts at TSA San Diego to increase worker safety and reduce costs
related to injury. As a result, worker compensation and medical costs have been halved in just a few years,
saving TSA $800,000 annually.
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Sherrie Taylor - This year TSO Sherrie Taylor demonstrated her selflessness in going above and beyond
the call of duty to act as a “guardian angel” for a fellow TSO undergoing a course of chemotherapy.

Team Award
This award recognizes employees who participated in a group or team concept in providing exceptional
performance that resulted in the improvement, reinvention, or reengineering of practices, operations, and
customer service. Groups and teams include cross-functional teams, natural work groups, design project
groups, and process/quality action teams who work together as a unit to achieve shared objectives or
missions.

Africa IPT - By working together to prepare the facts and make decisions based on risk, the Africa IPT
was able to decide whether or not Delta Air Lines could expand its direct U.S. flight service to various
locations in Africa.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Carlos De La Torre.

Air Cargo 100% Screening Team - Within an extremely short period of time The Air Cargo Team put in
place the elements to implement the congressional mandate for a complete and comprehensive overhaul of
our system for securing cargo transported by passenger aircraft.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Kim Costner Moore

BWI BAO Program - The Bomb Appraisal Officer Program at BWI is a classic example of teamwork in
action. Members of this team use their expert knowledge and ability to present training that is
comprehensible to everyone.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Ryan Morris.

Call Center IPT - Through their timely and thorough analysis, the Call Center IPT provided TSA Senior
Leadership with sorely needed data and information to drive future decisions on the use of call centers for
TSA.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is William (Bill) Niess.

Career Programs Team - In only the fifth year of operation of the Career Coaching Service, TSA is proud
to have the largest career coaching program within the federal sector due to the efforts of the Career
Programs Management Team.
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Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Monique Dula.

Career Resident Program Recruitment - The Inaugural Cohort of the Career Resident Program exceeded
all of its recruitment goals – 36 Residents selected, approximately 72% of which are minorities. This team
exemplifies the agency’s commitment to reach the best and the brightest where ever they may be.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Elizabeth Assink.

Conflict Management Coaching Program - The nine person, field-based Coach Support Team works to
ensure that the one hundred plus Conflict Management Coaches at nearly fifty airports receive
unparalleled support, mentoring, and developmental opportunities.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Scott Becker.

Efficiency Review Team - TSA’s Efficiency Review Plan, launched in March of 2009, encompasses simple,
common-sense short-term reforms that are already being implemented, as well as longer-term systemic
changes. The Efficiency Review Team enabled that launch to be a success.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Paul Ross.

Explosives Security Seminar Team - The Port and Intermodal Security Division of TSNM created a
training package that integrated various components in the first responder community to respond to
situations involving explosives in high-risk port areas. Our Explosives Security Seminar Team is an
integral part of that community.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is James Bamberger.

Federal Air Marshal Service Emergency Medical Team - This team of emergency medical personnel was
deployed to New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane Gustav, where they effectively worked to maintain
safety and security at MSY airport. In a time of great need, they were there to support TSA’s efforts.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is

GRB Hub & Spoke Airports – Security Evolution Training Team - All Engage/Coach training for some 180
personnel was completed efficiently in a six-week period, four months ahead of TSA’s deadline through the
efforts of the eight trainers assigned to the GRB area airports and they continue to do a great job.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Patrick Schultz.
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IdeaFactory Program Management & Technology Team - The accomplishments of the Program
Management & Technology Team have resulted in a best-in-class web based tool, which has established
TSA as a leader in social media and collaborative tools for the U.S. government. We’re proud that have
them in our agency.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Tina Cariola.

LAX Training Department - The LAX Training Department exemplifies what teamwork can accomplish.
Their ability to multi-task combined with a never-give-up attitude has enabled them to complete the work
of an army. Although they service one of TSA’s larger airport communities, they consistently prove that
are up to the challenge.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Kamal Pun.

Mass Transit Criticality Tool Development Team - The Criticality Tool helps TSA security experts to
prioritize operational field work and TSA leadership and stakeholders to better understand where the most
important vulnerabilities lie in the nation’s mass transit systems.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Lisa Walby

MKE Training Team - The outstanding results received by TSA Milwaukee during the most recent
Organizational Satisfaction Survey, FY09 PASS ratings, and tenets of the Model Workplace can be
attributed to the efforts of the MKE Training Team.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Robert Coviello.

National Advisory Council - As this NAC’s two-year service commitment comes to a close, they have
directly contributed to overall organizational improvements which enhance TSA’s ability to adapt while
providing world-class security.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team are Robbie Davis and Michael York.

National Deployment Force TTAC Case Adjudication Team - As a result of the demonstrated teamwork by
these twelve NDF officers, thousands of cases involving transportation credentials were successfully
adjudicated.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Mark Callaway.
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National Deployment Office 2009 Presidential Inauguration Team - These Officers were instrumental in
assisting in the multi-agency coordination efforts for the run up to and during the 2009 Presidential
Inauguration.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Richard Nevels.

National Deployment Office Practical Skills Evaluation Field Operations Office - For the first time this
year Practical Skills Evaluations were conducted by TSA Transportation Security Officers rather than
trained contractors. Nearly 85% of the evaluations were completed in less than four months. It was a
mammoth job but the NDO PSE Team was up to the challenge.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Robert Sapp.

National Deployment Office Team - The National Deployment Office continues to undertake innovative
approaches to improving communications between the airports while keeping expenditures down.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Geraldine Dowd.

Office of Chief Counsel Transportation Security Inspector Training Contributors (TSITC) - In November
of 2008, the compliance Office of OSO decided to rewrite its Basic Training and Advanced Investigations
Training lessons. The OCC TSITC team responded with over eight months of labor and success!
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Emily Su.

OGS Reimbursement Recovery Team - As a result of a year-long effort, this IPT developed the
documentation, sup up funding streams, streamlined the processes for collecting funds, and set up the
necessary accounting protocols for deposits for reimbursements.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Margaret (Peg) Halloran.

Office of Information Technology Solutions Delivery Data Center Migration Team - The OIT SD Data
Center Migration Team played a critical role in ensuring the integrity of TSA’s enterprise application,
data, and network connectivity during the transition to DHS Data Center 2.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Harrison Powell
Office of Inspection Business Management Office (BMO)
The OOI BMO led the efforts to design a prototype of a training tool in the form of a video game that
provided a real-life ever-changing simulation of potential security threats that a screener might face at the
checkpoint.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Sheran Callahan.
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Office of Intelligence Delta/Kenya Threat Assessment Team - The Africa IPT was formed to address the
Delta Airlines request for service from six locations in Africa. Over the course of eight months the team
worked diligently conducting various assessments at each airport. The final decision was not an easy one
but the effort involved is a prime example of advancing the TSA mission by preparing the facts and making
decisions based upon risk.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is David Parkin.

Office of Intelligence National Level Exercise 2009 Exercise Players - Efforts of the Office of Intelligence
during the National Level Exercise 2009 provided the necessary transportation related information where
and when it was needed. The team performed in an exemplary manner, despite the fact that its members
were dispersed over a wide geographic area.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Patricia Craddock.

OLE/FAMS Law Enforcement Liaison Section - Due to dedication, motivation, and a close collaboration
between multiple organizational elements within TSA, the Law Enforcement Liaison section was
instrumental in enabling the agency to modernize procedures associated with Law Enforcement Officers.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is

PASS Team - The PASS Team’s innovative spirit and “can do” attitude embraced the internalization of the
PSE evaluation process – leading to the fulfillment of the ATSA requirement to re-certify 40,000 Security
Officers.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Richard Revzan.

PDX Training Team - Members of the PDX Training Team have been instrumental in fostering a
collaborative work environment throughout all the levels at PDX and have vastly improved communication
and teamwork within the workforce.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Gerald Schulze.

Power Play Integrated Project Team - The members of the “Power Play” team have substantially improved
TSA’s preparation and readiness posture to deter and protect against a real and substantial threat to
international commercial aviation.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Eddie Mayenschein.
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Practical Skills Evaluations (PSE) Evaluator Team - This Team of 390+ TSA employees successfully
worked as a cohesive unit to conduct the 2009 Practical Skills Evaluations at over 450 airports from April 1
to August 31, 2009.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team are Peter Ferguson and Marty Lynn Kipp.

Practical Skills Evaluation Tracking – EWR - Two highly motivated Transportation Security Managers on
the PSE Tracking Team at EWR developed a notification and update system to ensure that information
involving Practical Skill Evaluations was continually updated at Newark. Their work has proved
invaluable and the tool highly effective.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is James Laffin.

Secure Flight - Since its inception, Secure Flight has worked tirelessly to improve stakeholder engagement
and to remain efficient. As a result, it has become a model organization for its peers.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Paul Leyh.

Security Team – Democratic National Convention in Denver - Working with other agencies, this Security
Team was able to address and mitigate all threats, protect all infrastructures, and maintain safety and
security during the 2008 Democratic National Convention.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Richard “Al” Myers.
Specialized Security Training (SST) Program Acquisition Team
This cross-functional acquisition team’s innovative and collaborative approach led to the successful SST
contract to provide support services to respond to the training needs of TSA’s Security Workforce
personnel.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Rhonda Hatmaker.

SSI Certification Training Development Team - This Team met the challenge of how to create training on a
Federal Regulation where participants would learn about the Sensitive Security Information (SSI)
regulation and how to identify SSI while continuing to work towards open-government transparency.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Doug Blair.

TSA Transition Planning Team – Core Transition Team and TSA Transition Team - The work of the TSA
Transition Planning Team has been a herculean effort that has allowed TSA to put its best foot forward in
describing how we do what we for our new leadership and preparing for the new administration.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Howard Goldman.
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Transportation Threat Assessment and Credential (TTAC) Adjudication Center - The TTAC Adjudication
Center has excelled under trying circumstances, aggressively recovering from an adjudication backlog of
over 42,000 applications caused by unforeseen circumstances.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Robert Freeman.

Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC) Integrated Program Team - Members of the
TWIC IPT team, both individually and collectively, have applied their skills and relevant experience to the
program during the planning, design, development, testing, and production stages.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team is Rex Lovelady.

TTAC Infrastructure Modernization Team (TIM) - Officially authorized in July of 2009, the TIM Team
has done an outstanding job in rapidly adapting to new policy guidelines, changing government conditions,
and getting beyond unexpected day-to-day challenges.
Accepting the award on behalf of the team are Prem Aburvasamy and Debra Kent.

Partnership
This award recognizes those industry partners or other government employees whose accomplishments
and excellence in performance distinctly benefit the interests of the United States and clearly advance
TSA’s mission to protect the nation’s transportation systems while significantly enhancing TSA’s ability to
achieve its strategic goals. Prevent and Protect; Respond and Restore; Organizational Effectiveness

Anthony Perry - As the manager of Secure Flight’s Business Architecture, Policy, and Planning (BAP)
team, Anthony has built a BAP team that focuses on continuous improvement of the Secure Flight
program.

American Airlines - Beginning in the spring of 2009, American Airlines has played a significant role in the
success and growth of the Secure Flight program, serving as the first major airline to begin implementation
of the program.
Accepting the award on behalf of American Airlines is David Vance.

Customs Border Patrol, Newark Liberty International Airport - Under the leadership of Branch Chief
Paula Heacock, CBP officers demonstrate in myriad ways on a daily basis their commitment to our shared
mission of securing the Homeland.
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Accepting the award on behalf of the Customs Border Patrol is Branch Chief Paula Heacock.

Denver International Airport Management Team - Over the past year, Denver International Airport, while
including TSA as a full partner, has shown superior commitment to event management, incident response,
and emergency preparedness.
Accepting the award on behalf of the Management Team is Andrew Southard
First Group America - It is through the industry expertise, security efforts, and partnership of First Group
that TSA has been able to develop effective security programs, policies, and plans for the school bus and
motorcoach industries.
Accepting the award on behalf of First Group is Michael Murray, CEO and President.

Indianapolis Airport Authority - In November of 2008, the new Indianapolis International Airport opened
for operation. The Airport Authority fully engaged with TSA to address all aspects of passenger service
and customer safety during this undertaking.
Accepting the award on behalf of the Airport Authority is AFSD Matthew Nelson.

Kauai Police Department - The Kauai Police Department has recognized the huge void in law enforcement
and security services at Lihue Airport, and has partnered with TSA LIH to provide world class law
enforcement services there.
Accepting the award on behalf of the Kauai Police Department is Acting Assistant Police Chief Alejandra
Quiblan and Deputy Police Chief Mark Begley

USA 3000 - Since the fall of 2008, the cooperative partnership of USA 3000 has allowed the Secure Flight
program to be more effective and efficient in accomplishing its vital mission of increasing security and
making passenger travel easier.
Accepting the award is Chris Rehill.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Portland, Oregon - Members of the TSA/CBP partnership team in
Oregon fully grasp and support our Secretary’s focus of “One DHS”, and work together as a fully
integrated team to support the overall DHS strategic objectives.
Accepting the award is Janis Robinson.

Heroism
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This award recognizes an employee for distinguished service during high risk, life saving, or heroic action
in either a duty or off-duty situation.

Joshua Bonebrake - On January 16, 2009, BAO Joshua Bonebrake observed fellow employee Steve
Hawthorne collapse suddenly and immediately telephone the Security Operations Coordination Center for
assistance. When he noticed that Mr. Hawthorne had stopped breathing, Josh began administering CPR.
While awaiting the paramedics, Mr. Hawthorne stopped breathing three more times, and each time Joshua
resuscitated him. Josh’s quick and decisive action saved Mr. Hawthorne’s life, and he was able to return
to work six weeks later.
Accepting the award on behalf of Joshua is Stephen Hawthorne.

Holly Ciraolo - TSI Holly Ciraolo was off duty from her volunteer work at the San Francisco Airport
Strike when she noticed a fellow restaurant patron choking. Always willing to assist others, she used her
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) training to successfully perform the Heimlich maneuver and saved
the patron’s life.

Susan Crow Wardell - While Sue has received numerous recognition and awards since joining TSA in
2002, her most notable achievement arguably occurred in June of 2009. After being notified of a man
passed out and not breathing in the curbside area of PDX, Sue used her Emergency Medical Technician
(EMT) training to perform CPR until responding emergency medical personnel and port police arrived.
As a result of her quick action and outstanding technique, the patient was resuscitated. Sue’s actions that
day were highly courageous but typical of her devotion to duty.

Rufino Garcia - On March 4, 2009, a gas line explosion occurred near Rufino Garcia’s home in Humble
Texas. He saw a plume of fire about twelve feet high from his back yard and immediately went to
investigate the incident. After finding a semi-conscious burned AT&T worker in close proximity to the
fire, Rufino dragged the worker into a neighbor’s front yard and called 911. He then provided basic care
for the burn victim and helped him contact his wife while they waited together for emergency personnel.
Rufino’s quick thinking saved the lives of this AT&T worker and countless other individuals in the
neighborhood.

David Holder - When a fellow TSO needed a kidney transplant, David made a gut-wrenching decision to
give up his dream of joining the National Guard for the betterment of another human being. David had to
undergo nine months of special treatments prior to his donation due to a prior exposure to tuberculosis and
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additional medical tests due to his family’s medical history. After eighteen months and countless tests, the
surgery was a complete success. David’s actions are an inspiration to us all.

Raymond Kunitsugu - On July 28, 2009, Raymond witnessed a passenger collapse in the terminal. He
immediately called 911, rushed over, and began administering CPR. This passenger survived as a result of
Raymond’s impressive and inspiring actions.

Eduardo Melgar - On April 5, 2009, Eduardo came upon a horrific traffic accident on the way to work.
Two vehicles had collided at an intersection, flipped over, spinning, and both had caught fire. One care
remained in the intersection while the other had skidded 100 feet down the street into the front window of a
local restaurant. Eduardo stopped his car immediately and dialed 911. After hearing cries for help from
the car in the middle of the street, he pulled a crowbar from his trunk, broke the driver’s side window, and
pulled the driver and a severely injured passenger from the car moments before it was completely engulfed
in flames. After ambulances and law enforcement arrived on the scene, Eduardo dusted himself off and
continued on his way to work. His courageous actions exemplify the word “Hero”.

- FAMS employee An

was approached by a suspect intent

on carjacking his vehicle at a fast food drive-thru while off-duty. The suspect pointed his gun at

and

ordered him out of the car, whereupon Andre drew his issued firearm and exchanged gunfire with the
suspect. With the assistance of two accomplices, the suspect fled in a stolen vehicle to a nearby hospital,
where he eventually recovered from the injuries he sustained in the gunfight.

received minor

shrapnel wounds that were quickly treated at a hospital emergency room. He later supplied key witness
testimony during criminal proceedings against the suspect. The suspect was found guilty and will not be
eligible for parole until 2048. Officers from the Detroit Police Department credit

’s actions for

getting the primary suspect and his two accomplices off the streets.

Christine Sanders - On March 23, 2009, Christine was driving home when a teenage girl jumped out of the
vehicle in front of her in an apparent suicide attempt. Christine’s quick reaction kept her from running
over the girl. After pulling her vehicle over to the shoulder, she ran to the blood soaked and unresponsive
girl, carried her to the shoulder, called 911, and triaged the girl’s injuries. She organized other driver who
stopped to assist and kept the girl calm while treating her injuries. That night Christine exhibited
exceptional domain-awareness, selfless courage, critical incident leadership, and a calm demeanor that save
a young girl’s life.
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William “Justin” Testerman - Justin heard cries for help in the one of the baggage zone areas at Tucson
International Airport on May 26, 2009 while making his normal rounds. He found a baggage agent with
his arm trapped between the roller and belt of one of the machines. He immediately pressed the emergency
stop button, preventing further damage or loss of limb, and assisted the injured agent in removing his arm
safely from the equipment. His decisive and selfless actions undoubtedly prevented further injury the
injured agent.

Samuel Zermeno - On January 10, 2009, Samuel Zermeno was working at the Security Coordination
Center (SCC) when he responded to a call from a fellow STSO about a female in distress in one of the
airport bathrooms. Without any weapon or concern for his personal safety, Samuel walked in on a male
suspect attacking a female custodian and was able to stop the attack. His extreme courage and desire to
help a woman in distress is the definition of what a hero should be.

Sound Transit VIPR Team – Seattle - During a large-scale VIPR operation in Seattle on July 18, 2009,
Condit, Chris Schubert, and Desi Gurule were alerted of an individual in dire medical distress. The man
was unconscious, had no breather or pulse, and, according to his wife, had a history of cardiac problems.
Demonstrating the highest standards of professionalism, expertise, and capability, the three immediately
performed CPR and called for emergency medical assistance. Due to the efforts of this VIPR team, the
individual survived this cardiac event.
Accepting the award is on behalf of the team is Timothy Condit.

Federal Security Directors of the Year
This award recognizes the Federal Security Director who makes significant contributions in providing
operational direction for federal security. These contributions demonstrate integrity and innovation while
adding value to other airports and agencies nationwide.

George Naccara - As FSD of one of the highest performing airports since the inception of TSA, George
Naccara has worked to develop a security team that spans federal, state, local, and private interests for his
huge operation at Boston.

Michael Young - Under FSD Michael Young’s tutelage, members of the TSA at the Cleveland hub have
developed a can-do attitude as it relates to providing world-class security and customer service.

Transportation Security Officers (TSO) of the Year
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This award recognizes the TSO who exhibits exemplary achievement in the area of customer satisfaction
and transportation security. This employee provides courteous and professional service while ensuring the
highest quality of protection to all passengers and customers.

Janice Guetchidjian - Janice’s positive approach to her security position at MKE, coupled with her high
energy, positive demeanor, volunteerism, and comradeship makes her a favorite of the TSO workforce, her
supervisors, and the MKE FSD staff.

Federal Air Marshal (FAM) of the Year
This award recognizes the Federal Air Marshal who achieved the highest level of security and vigilance
during the performance of their duties and who makes extraordinary contributions in promoting law
enforcement, protection, and security in the transportation domain in the United States.

- Regardless of the duty or venue, Stephen’s performance is exemplary. His diligence,
dedication, and hard work has become the cornerstone of the FAMS Miami Field Office’s outreach
program.

SAC of the Year
This award recognizes the Special Agent in Charge who makes significant contributions in providing
operational direction in promoting law enforcement, protection, and security of the U.S. transportation
infrastructure of federal security. The contributions demonstrate integrity and innovation while adding
value to airports and other agencies nationwide.

Rosalinda Alvarado - Rosalinda leads by example and is an exceptional motivator who continuously
manifests innovative ways to manage a diverse workforce, always balancing the mission with the
employee’s best interest in mind.

Headquarters Employee of the Year
This award recognizes the Headquarters employee who exhibits exemplary achievement in job
performance, making outstanding contributions to the government and community throughout the year.
Erin Steigerwald - As a Program Manager, Erin developed and oversaw Playbook’s deployment strategy to
over 400 airports nationwide. In fact, Playbook exists today because Erin grabbed the reins, developed a
plan, and executed it flawlessly.
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TSA Employee of the Year
This award recognizes the TSA employee who exhibits exemplary achievement in job performance, making
outstanding contributions to the government and community throughout the year.

Kimberly Herrera - A veteran herself, Albany’s Kim Herrera has gone above and beyond the call of duty
with her dedicated work ethic and volunteer spirit to help others through the Veterans Administration
Medical Centers.

Airports of the Year
This award recognizes the airport that exhibits exceptional courtesy and attentiveness to all passengers and
customers while offering the highest quality of airport security. The airport receiving this award has
established a record of customer confidence and satisfaction through it is proactive and vigilant efforts.

Los Angeles International Airport - Accepting the award is Lawrence Fetters, Federal Security Director.

Boise Airport -TSA staff at Boise have long been known for providing exceptional Customer Service to
passengers. This is a result of superior communication and teamwork by the TSA team members at BOI.
Accepting the award is Andrew Coose, Federal Security Director.

SPECIAL AWARD SECTION

People First Award
Presented to Michael Zunk, FSD Raleigh Durham International Airport, the “People First” Award is
presented by the Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security for the TSA to an employee who exemplifies a
strong commitment to people with an emphasis on collaboration, professional development, innovation,
two-way communication, and recognition for a job well done. This employee continuously displays
dedication to the Agency’s highest ideals, with a personal goal to make TSA an employer of choice with the
highest performing government workforce.

John W. Magaw Award
Presented to Dave Nicholson, Assistant Administrator, Office of Finance and Administration, the Magaw
award honors the achievements of an individual or team who significantly advances the TSA mission while
demonstrating by example the values of respect, decency, integrity, and selfless commitment to mission.
The award was presented by TSA’s Acting Administrator Gale Rossides.
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